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Hwv Productions. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback.
314 pages. Abducted to exotic worlds in quantum spheres, a 16
year old beauty, Kate Wilson, and a team of teen misfits
confront inner monsters and demons brought to life by
quantum science. Dragons, aliens, sentient tornados, and tree
dwelling natives terrorize them as they fight for survival on
strange planets and other worlds, and struggle to overcome
emotional turmoil and mental illness. Torn between two
gorgeous boys, Kate struggles for independence, while craving
the passion of the bright soul-mate and the sizzle of her strong
protector. Running from a fractured family into the heart of
chaos, Kate must take a stand and choose what she will become.
A romantic sci-fi adventure sure to please. Endorsements:
LaDonna Cole manages to weave together a fascinating tale,
intriguing characters and brilliant craftsmanship into a truly
breathtaking adventure. Wildly imaginative and infinitely
entertaining, The Torn moves at the speed of thought, and as
much as it quickens your pulse, it also tugs at your heart with
characters who stay with you long after the last page. . . with
nightmare monsters, all-too-real villains and didnt-see-them-
coming twists, I cant wait to continue this ride! Robert Liparulo,
author...
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The most e ective ebook i possibly read. it was actually writtern quite completely and useful. I am just very happy to
tell you that here is the best publication we have read through during my individual daily life and could be he greatest
publication for possibly.
-- K ennith Nicola s-- K ennith Nicola s

This sort of ebook is everything and got me to searching in advance plus more. I could comprehended everything out
of this created e pdf. You are going to like just how the author compose this pdf.
-- Pr of . Ethelyn Hoeg er-- Pr of . Ethelyn Hoeg er
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